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everything you dont know that i say in my stories i will explain.
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1 - Shadow Powers

Eclipse's Power:

Shadow Ball-consentrated shadow that Eclipse has absorbed

Shadow Bomb-extremely concentrated shadow ball that explodes with the force of a nuclear bomb

Shadow Blast-shadow energy released in a beam that sends what it hits to the shadow world...cant do it
all the time(takes a lot of energy)

Shadow World-a world that connects every world together by shadows...were anything is possible and
were the shadow beast lives

Shadow Beast-ruler in the shadow world and Eclipse's elite soldier...can take the form of what we fear
the most



2 - Eclipse

BACKGROUND:
Eclipse is a resident of the ice land. his father was the ice spirit. the mark on his head is a seal that his
father made the ice temple monks put on him because Eclipse's powers were to great and his father
didn't want him to tke over the ice lands. but that wasn't enough because Eclipse killed them all. Eclipse
learned about the seales from ancient scriptures of dark magic, and the only way to release all the seals
is to gather the strength of all the spirits and break the seals. so he made a quest to kill the spirits

POWERS:
manipulates shadows and changes them to what he disires.
control over the shadow beast that resides in the shadow world.

(powers for the emeralds he has collected)
shadow freeze-anything he touches will be frozen in darkness

slicing shadow wind-throw shadows around him into blades that fly through the air.

shadow blaze-shadows that take the form of fire and melts anything it touches

(read the story for others)

(powers gained by releasing seals)
twin demon swords
great shadow blade of the ancients

(read story for others)
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